Abstract. We give details of models for rational torus equivariant homotopy theory based on (a) all subgroups, connected subgroups or dimensions of subgroups and (b) on pairs or general flags. We provide comparison functors and show the models are equivalent.
Background
A long standing project aims to give algebraic models for categories of stable equivariant homotopy theory rationally. More precisely, the aim is to establish a Quillen equivalence between the category of rational G-spectra and the category of differential graded objects in an abelian category A(G).
The most complicated results to date have been in the case when G is a torus. As the project has developed, the technical details of different parts of the argument have suggested several different formulations of A(G). The narrow purpose of this paper is to give a systematic comparison of these models.
This paper exists because of the need to provide the proper language to describe the comparison, so we cannot fully describe the application until we have introduced a considerable amount of infrastructure. Notwithstanding this, we will spend the rest of this introductory section giving an informal account.
I am grateful to MSRI for support and providing an excellent environment for organizing these ideas during the Algebraic Topology Programme in 2014.
1.A.
History. The category A(G) is assembled from isotropical information from closed subgroups of G and it is principally the way it is put together that has evolved.
When G is the circle group, the models are simple enough for comparisons to be side comments in [3] , but already there is a distinction between whether the data is indexed by connected closed subgroups (c) or all closed subgroups (a). Only the c version was made explicit in [3] , despite numerous motivations implicitly using the a version.
When it comes to higher tori, the distinction between a and c versions continues, but for the purpose of this subsection we just refer to connected subgroups and the c version where data from all subgroups with the same identity component is collected together. The paper [6] gives an account of a model A(G). However it became important in [13] to make some of the details more explicit and a variation was introduced in [7] . Here this is called A p c (G), where p refers to the fact that the data is assembled from pairs of subgroups. The category A p c (G) is the algebraically simplest formulation, and will remain the essential basis for calculation.
On the other hand, the proof in [13] is homotopical, so it is essential to explicitly include information about how pairs of subgroups fit together to make longer chains, and it is convenient to treat all subgroups of the same dimension together. Altogether we therefore have a structure based on dimensions of flags, and it is shown that the sphere spectrum is a homotopy pullback of a diagram of ring spectra indexed on this diagram. This leads to an algebaic model A 
1.B.
Going further. We have described some motivation explicit in past treatments, but this paper also completes the unfinished business of relating the a and c versions. It has always been clear that the essential data in the c model is assembled from that in the a model, and that the data in the a model can be recovered. We identify here precisely what additional structure is required. It turns out that the additional data should be thought of as a continuity condition on the subgroups with a given identity component; the continuity condition in the a models is reflected purely algebraically in the c models, but both languages will undoubtedly be useful. There are at least four further benefits from understanding this type of algebraic model and for being able to move routinely between them.
Firstly, it is becoming clear in general terms that when groups other than the torus are concerned, the structures considered in [1] will need to be combined with the structures described here. Having a flexible formal framework is essential; the toral part of the model for an arbitrary group relies fundamentally on the work done here [9] .
Secondly, algebra of these models needs to be well understood to define and work with the Quillen model structures on the categories of differential graded modules. Thirdly, modelling change of groups provides a further level of complication, making a detailed understanding of the models essential.
Finally, the structures we introduce here will be described in terms of diagrams of rings and modules over them, and these same diagrams can be viewed as descriptions of rings of functions on algebraic varieties and subvarieties. At the crudest level, these give an algebraic geometric view of what we are doing, but more significantly it lets us sysematically construct objects in A(G) from purely geometric data as in [5, 11] and [10] . We turn to this in [8] .
1.C. Increasing precision. As alluded to in Subsection 1.A above, the algebraic model A(G) is based on considering categories of modules over diagrams of rings. The diagrams will be rather simple in the sense that they are functors R : Σ −→ Rings which have the shape of a poset Σ. Although several different posets will be involved, the functor R will be essentially the same throughout. The three variables are
The poset Σ describing the shape of the diagrams: this is indicated by a letter from {a, c, d}, corresponding to all closed subgroups, connected subgroups or dimensions. The type of diagram we build from Σ: this is indicated by by a letter from {s, p, f }, corresponding to whether it is based on single objects of Σ, pairs of subgroups, or flags of subgroups. The conditions placed on the modules: Here this means a binary choice for each of {qc, e, p, cts} namely quasicoherence (qc), extendedness (e), product decompositions (p) or continuity (cts). Not all of these 3 × 3 × 2 3 combinations are relevant, but even for a single group G it is clear we need a systematic framework for discussing them. The categories are connected by a web of adjoint pairs of functors. Since the functor R is the same throughout we will indicate the domain by a subscript (a, c or d) and the type of poset by a superscript (s, p or f ). Omitting the conditions on the modules which may be necessary to define the functors, we will describe adjoint pairs
The point is that the pullback square of ring spectra from [13] delivers a coefficient system R f d on the punctured cube of non-empty subsets of {0, 1, . . . , r} so we are committed to the use of the right hand end. On the other hand, the essential part of the structure is the localization theorem, which delivers a diagram based on pairs of subgroups. The idempotents of the Burnside ring allow us to separate subgroups with the same identity component, so we may represent that information in R p c -modules or R p a -modules at the left hand end. 1.D. The plan. For the rest of the paper we will steadily introduce language to give a general treatment of the structures that concern us. The particular examples from this motivational section will be introduced properly at the appropriate point in the discussion.
Splitting systems and Euler classes
2.A. Flags. We suppose given a countable partially ordered set Σ. The prime example is that Σ consists of the connected subgroups of a torus G, and the notation is chosen accordingly. The order relation is G ⊇ H ⊇ K ⊇ L with G denoting the top element. We do not want to insist on a bottom element. The maximal elements (i.e., H so that H ′ ⊃ H implies H ′ = G) will play a special role. The motivating examples are as follows. (ii) The poset Sub(G) of all closed subgroups of a compact Lie group G, under containment. In fact this example will not be very relevant to us, but a certain non-full poset will be.
(iii) The poset Σ a = T C(G) of all closed subgroups of a compact Lie group G, with L ⊆ K if L is normal in K with a torus quotient [1] . We emphasize that this has many fewer morphisms than the poset with all inclusions. In the applications it is this toral-chain poset that is relevant.
(iv) The set Σ d = [0, r] := {i ∈ Z | 0 ≤ i ≤ r} with the usual ordering of integers.
A sequence of elements
is called an s-flag. We write |F | = s and d i (F ) = H i ;
we call H 0 = f (F ) the first element of F and H s = l(F ) the last element of F . It is worth emphasizing that the biggest element of the flag is first (this is to take notational advantage of standard bracketing conventions in one of the applications). We write flag s (Σ) = {F | |F | = s},
We note that for s ≥ 1 we have maps d i : flag s (Σ) −→ flag s−1 (Σ) for i = 0, . . . , s by omitting the ith term. If we permitted degenerate flags (i.e., containing equalities) we would obtain a simplicial set, but instead we simply view flag(Σ) as poset.
Finally, we will need to consider various maps of posets, such as the dimension function
(ii) A system of Euler classes for a splitting diagram R is a collection of functors E /L : Σ ⊇L −→ Mult(R(G/L)) from elements above L to multiplicatively closed subsets of R(G/L); the functoriality is the statement that
These functors are said to be a transitive system if whenever H ⊇ K ⊇ L we have
Remark 2.3. The notation G/K has no meaning in itself. However R(G/K) is supposed to suggest that information for objects above K is being captured.
Definition 2.4. The systems of Euler classes we are most concerned with will all be maximally generated in the following sense. For each maximal element H in Σ we are given elements e H i ∈ R(G/H) for i ∈ I(H). We then obtain a transitive system by defining
We often have just one element e H ∈ R(G/H) for each maximal H.
Example 2.5. Given a torus G we may let Σ = Sub(G) and take d(H) = dim(H). The most important splitting diagram for us is the diagram R of polynomial rings defined by
This is the diagram referred to in Section 1, and the notation R will be reserved for this use throughout.
More generally, given a cohomology theory E, we obtain an splitting diagram E by taking
and where inflation has its usual meaning. The main example R is the one corresponding to rational ordinary cohomology: R = HQ. If in addition E is complex orientable, Euler classes e G (V ) are defined for complex representations V of G. These are compatible with inflation in the sense that if W is a representation of G/L then e G (inf
, so we may omit the subscript G without confusion.
Now take
This evidently gives a system of Euler classes and it is transitive since
Now we note that we have inclusions ConnSub(G) ⊂ T C(G) ⊂ Sub(G). The poset Sub(G) does not have maximal elements, but the maximal elements in both T C(G) and ConnSub(G) are the codimension 1 subgroups they contain.
For Σ = T C(G) or for Σ = ConnSub(G), this example is maximally generated; for each maximal subgroup H we choose one of the two faithful representations of G/H and call it H. The system of Euler classes is maximally generated by
Example 2.6. As a slight generalization of Example 2.5, we may suppose given any global equivariant theory E, and define
If it is globally complex stable (i.e., all equivariant theories are complex stable, and the Thom isomorphisms are compatible with inflation), we define a system of Euler classes as before. Again this is maximally generated by the Euler classes e(Ĥ) ∈ E * G/H . This cohomological example explains the terminology, since one says that a cohomology theory is split if there is a ring map inf G/1 G/G E −→ E which is a non-equivariant equivalence. Taking fixed points we obtain a map E * −→ E * G . For global equivariant theories, we have ring maps inf
showing they are split. 2.C. Coefficient systems on the flag complex. Given a splitting system R on Σ with Euler classes we may define a coefficient system on flag(Σ). When helpful for emphasis, we write R s for the original splitting system and R f for the associated coefficient system. First we note that flag(Σ) is itself a poset where E ≤ F if E is obtained by omitting some terms. We may define the (covariant) functor
, where the second equality uses the fact that the system is transitive.
We note that R f (F ) is middle-independent in the sense that the values are unaffected by omitting middle vertices:
On the other hand we have a localization map
and an inflation map
Remark 2.7. The splitting system R s should not be confused with the coefficient system R f . The notational distinction between R(G/H) (value of the splitting system at H) and R(H) (value of the coefficient system at the flag H of length 0) should help.
The point to bear in mind is that the coefficient system R f includes the values of the splitting system as the values on length 0 flags:
However the maps of the splitting system are not included. If H ⊃ K there is an inflation map R(G/H) −→ R(G/K), but in flag(Σ) there is no direct relation between the flag (H) and the flag (K). The flag
In our case these become
Modules over the coefficient system. Note that the coefficient system R is a flag(Σ)-diagram of rings, and we may consider modules over it. Explicitly, M(F ) is an R(F )-module, and if E ≤ F there is a map M(E) −→ M(F ) over the structure map R(E) −→ R(F ). Definition 2.8. We say that M is a qce-module if, for all inclusions E ⊆ F , the map
Remark 2.9. In view of the associativity of the tensor product, the value of a qce-module is determined by the structure maps and the values on length 0 flags.
In particular, it is last-determined in the sense that for any flag
. In view of the resulting formula we call such last-determined modules quasicoherent (qc), explaining the qc in the definition.
It is also first-determined in the sense that for any flag F as above,
We call such first-determined modules extended (e), explaining the e in the definition. In view of middle independence, we only need names for first-determined and last-determined modules. Remark 2.10. As in Remark 2.7, if H ⊃ K we have maps
Remark 2.11. (i) In view of the quasicoherence, the values on single element flags determine all values and therefore play a special role. Accordingly, we sometimes use the notation
to emphasize this.
(ii) The coefficient system R is a module over itself, and as such we acquire a third notation:
The notations φ K R and R(G/K) both have connotations in the equivariant setting, and the notation here is consistent with [6, 7, 13] .
The category of pairs
Suppose we have a splitting system R s with Euler classes and consider the associated coefficient system R f : flag(Σ) −→ Rings. In view of the fact that the value R(F ) depends only on the first and last term of the flag F , most of the coefficient system is rather redundant, at least when we consider qc-modules or e-modules.
Accordingly we may introduce a more economical category to capture this. 
that there is a morphism if we increase the first term and decrease the last. We will use the letter p to indicate the use of pairs.
(ii) The morphisms are composites of the horizontal morphisms h :
Remark 3.2. In the terminology of [7] , P (Σ) would be called the category of 'quotient pairs' and (K ⊇ L) would be written (G/K) G/L ; it embodies the G/L-equivariant information in the L-fixed points, namely the part that the localization theorem says should give the
In any case, the value at (K ⊇ L) only considers information above L, and concentrates on the part coming from above K.
Note that P (Σ) is not simply related to flag(Σ) since there are no morphisms between two 2-flags. Nonetheless, because R is a splitting system with Euler classes, it does define a
The category of R p -modules is the category of modules over the
if the horizontal maps are given by extensions of scalars, so that if H ⊇ K ⊇ L then the horizontal structure map induces an isomorphism
(ii) A module M is extended (e) if the vertical maps are given by extensions of scalars, so that if H ⊇ K ⊇ L then the vertical structure map induces an isomorphism
We may define a functor
by selecting just the first and last term of the flag:
For the structure maps we assume E is a subflag of
If 0 < i < t the structure map is the identity. If i = t we use the vertical morphism and if i = 0 we use the horizontal morphism.
Lemma 3.4. The functor f identifies R p -modules as the R f -modules which are middleindependent in the sense that inclusions of flags E −→ F induce isomorphisms if E and F have the same first and last entry.
In particular, it induces equivalences on the subcategories of e, qc and qce modules:
Proof: One may define a functor in the opposite direction
on the category of middle-independent modules. On objects, we simply take
by inverting the second map. To see this respects compositions, we compare to higher flags involving all objects involved in the composition. It is clear that f and p are quasi-inverse. Quasi-coherent R f -modules are last-determined in the sense of the formula M(F ) = R(F ) ⊗ R(l(F )) M(l(F )); since R(F ) is middle-independent, the quasi-coherent modules are middle-independent. Similarly, extended R f -modules are first-determined and a dual argument applies.
Multiplicities
On some occasions we want to artificially increase the size of our poset Σ, constructing a new poset Σ in rather a trivial way. We will use this to bring the rings occurring in our coefficient systems under control.
We also require that F /G is a singleton (also denoted G).
there is a system of multiplicities is given by taking
If i : L ⊂ K then the map i * : F /L −→ F /K is given by reducing mod K. In fact this gives the unique subgroup with identity component K in whichL is cotoral. To see the map is surjective, note that any subgroupK is an internal direct product of K and a finite group F , and soK = i * (L.F ).
(ii) A surjective map of posets q : Σ −→ Σ has fibres F /K = q −1 (K), but these do not generally form a system of multiplicities. We require also that it is a fibred category with cleavage in the sense that given K ⊃ L, andK with q(K) = K, there isL ⊂K with q(L) = L (fibred) and that there is a chosen one compatible with composition (cleavage).
Given a poset Σ and a system of multiplicities F / we may form a new poset Σ = ΣF with a surjective poset map q : ΣF −→ Σ preserving the top and maximal elements. Its objects are pairs (K,K) where
Where K can be inferred fromK (as in the subgroup example), we may abbreviate (K,K) toK. Note in particular that for a specified K, the elements of F /K are incomparable.
We note that this gives an alternative approach to a familiar example.
Example 4.3. If we take Σ c = ConnSub(G) and F to be the system of subgroups with a given identity component, we recover the toral chain poset:
4.A.
Splitting systems with multiplicities. Given a splitting system R and a system of multiplicities F /, we may introduce mutiplicities into R. First we note that any map q : Σ −→ Σ lets us define a Σ-splitting system q * R by (q * R)(K) = R(q(K)). We may apply this to Σ = ΣF and the map q : ΣF −→ Σ defined by q(K,K) = K to obtain a ΣF splitting system by taking
and using the original inflation maps as structure maps.
We may define a new Σ-splitting system RF by taking products over the fibres of q. Explicitly, we take
is defined as a product of the diagonal inflation maps. To explain, the map is a product indexed by F /K. The factor corresponding toK ∈ F /K is the map
whose components are all inflation. This is where the fibred structure on q is used.
Remark 4.4. It is natural to use the notation (RΣ) s = q ! q * R s , and we will justify this in due course. However, some care is necessary, since the two coefficient systems (q ! R s ) f and q ! (R f ) are usually different.
4.B.
Euler classes on RF . We note that once we define a set of Euler classes, the splitting system RF gives rise to a flag(Σ)-coefficient system (RF ) f . All such coefficient systems take the value K ∈F /K R(G/K) at K, but the values elsewhere will depend on Euler classes.
To define Euler classes it is natural to assume q takes maximal elements to maximal elements, and use a suitable induced system of maximally generated Euler classes. We illustrate this in the topological examples of [6, 7, 13] . At present, there are several candidate constructions corresponding to that for the sphere. The purpose of the present subsection is to make these explicit, explain their differences and identify the topologically relevant. 
We start with the ordinary Borel splitting system R of Example 2.5, now introducing decorations so we can introduce the diagrams from Section 1. To start with, we have the basic splitting system
(where the notation O F /K is that used in [6, 7, 13] 
We note that since we are working over the rationals, termwise inflation gives an isomorphism We now consider several choices of maximally generated Euler classes. 
It has Euler classes c(α)(H) = c 1 (αH), where α runs through all non-trivial one dimensional representations of G. In particular, if α is a faithful representation of G/H then
Example 4.7. Now consider R c ; on a codimension 1 connected subgroup H it has the value
and we need to consider how to define Euler classes c(α) ∈ R c (G/H).
(i) Diagonal maps give a map of Σ c -splitting systems i
We may use the system of Euler classes from R a to give a system on (i * R a )F . This would mean that we use generating Euler classes defined by c(α)(H) = c 1 (α H ), independent ofH. In particular, if α is a faithful representation of G/H then c(α n ) = nc(α). In this case we would only need to use Euler classes of characters with connected kernel.
(ii) If we forget the diagonal is available, for eachH ∈ F /H we have an Euler class c(α)H whose value atH ′ is 1 ifH ′ =H and is c 1 (α 
Change of poset
In organizing the information in categories of modules, there is a balance between the information put into the poset Σ and the information put into the rings. We aim to show that on the categories of modules of interest to us, we can move between these easily. However there are a number of different functors that will all be important. In this section we give an overview. It is easy to break apart modules over product rings with idempotents, giving a functorial construction e. Depending on the domain and codomain categories, the functor e has a number of left and right adjoints. In this section we construct the most obvious adjoint to e. In Sections 6 to 8 we construct other functors and establish adjunctions that let us work with them.
5.A.
Change of poset for coefficient systems. We start with a surjective poset map π : Σ −→ Σ which takes the top element G of Σ to the top element G of Σ, and also takes the set of maximal elements of Σ onto the set of maximal elements of Σ. (ii) A second example is the map q : ΣF −→ Σ arising from a system of multiplicites F on Σ. This example has special features.
We first note that given a splitting system R on Σ we may define a splitting system π * R on Σ by (π * R)(K) = R(πK).
One naturally expects a right adjoint to this construction to be given on objects by the formula
but π needs to satisfy additional properties before we may define structure maps. Fortunately, π induces a map on flags, and it is straightforward to observe this has the property we require.
Lemma 5.2. The map π : flag(Σ) −→ flag(Σ) is a fibration with cleavage in the sense that given an inclusion E −→ F of Σ-flags and F with πF = F , there is a unique Σ-subflag E of F with πE = E.
In this section we deal with the general framework, and in Section 7 we look at the Euler adapted context which is more directly relevant.
Definition 5.3. Given a surjective map π : Σ −→ Σ and a coefficient system R on flag(Σ) we may define a coefficient system π ! R on flag(Σ) on flags by
Given a map E −→ F of flags, the map
is a product indexed by E with πE = E of the maps
with components coming from the structure maps of R.
5.B. Flag idempotents.
First we describe how we may obtain R-modules from π ! R-modules.
The key is to note that the there is a canonical choice of
and if E is a subflag of F then e F is a refinement of the image of e E in πF =F R(lF ). This gives compatible idempotents for all systems of Euler classes.
Lemma 5.4. If E is a subflag of F with πE = E, πF = F then e F (π ! R)(F ) = R(F ) and the map R(E) = e E (π ! R)(E) −→ e F (π ! R)(F ) = R(F ) coincides with the original structure map of R.
Lemma 5.5. Applying idempotents gives a functor
, where e F ∈ R(πF ) is the idempotent corresponding to F .
Proof: First, we need to describe the structure maps associated to an inclusion E −→ F of flags. We have an inclusion πE −→ πF giving M (πE) −→ M (πF ). Since the idempotent the image of e E in R(πF ) refines e F we have an induced map
These are compatible with the module structure.
5.C. The various adjoints. This subsection is designed as a guide to the following sections where a number of different adjoints to e are described. The point is that the functor e can be viewed as a functor between several different pairs of categories, and in each case it may have left or right adjoints.
We start by assuming that the flag(Σ)-diagram of rings R is given, and we have formed flag(Σ)-diagram π ! R.
• The functor e : π ! R-modules −→ R-modules has a right adjoint π ! consistent with the notation π ! R for coefficient systems. • If R has a system of maximally generated Euler classes, there is a Σ-diagram π e ! R of rings with a map π e ! R −→ π ! R which induces an isomorphism eπ e ! R ∼ = eπ ! R. The functor e : iqc-π e ! R-modules −→ π-cts-qc-R-modules has a right adjoint π e ! , where iqc modules are those M for which eM is qc, and where π continuity is a notion to be defined below (see Section 7).
• A version of the previous right adjoint with flags replaced by pairs (see Section 8) . We attempt to use notation that suggests the category of origin. For example, M is a module based on a Σ-diagram of rings, M is a module based on a Σ-diagram of rings.
5.D.
Modules over R and π ! R. To obtain π ! R modules from R-modules, we extend the functor π ! to modules. Definition 5.6. (i) For a module M over R we take
with structure maps given by the cleavage as for π ! R.
(ii) A flag(Σ)-π ! R-module M is said to be a p-module (or product module) if the natural map
is an isomorphism for all flags F .
These constructions give the relationship we need between flag(Σ)-R-modules and flag(Σ)-π ! R-modules.
Lemma 5.7. The constructions e and π ! above give an adjunction
We find eπ ! = 1 and the adjunction gives an equivalence
This is a product over flags E with πE = E of terms 
Note in particular that even if R(F ) ⊗ R(E) M(E) ∼ = M(F ), the corresponding statement will usually not hold for the π ! R-module π ! M.
A left adjoint to e
In this subsection we again consider a surjective map π : Σ −→ Σ. Given a Σ-diagram of rings R, we form the flag(Σ)-diagram R f . We suppose given a flag(Σ)-diagram R f with a map R f −→ π ! R which becomes an isomorphism with e applied, so that eR f = R f . Using idempotents as in Subsection 5.B, and using the fact that eR f = R f , we have a functor e : R f -modules −→ R f -modules.
We have already constructed a right adjoint π ! to e, and in this section we construct a left adjoint
We do not display the dependence of this functor on R f in the notation.
6.A.
Definition of π * . Notationally, we consider flags
in Σ, and flags in Σ will use corresponding barred notation so that
We first recall that the right adjoint π ! was defined as follows: for an R f -module X, the module π ! X is defined on the flag F using products
To know this admits structure maps, we needed the fact that the map of flags was fibred with cleavage to define the structure maps. The first guess about how to construct a left adjoint would be to replace the product with a sum. This works if Σ is finite, but in general the structure map including a length 0 flag in a length 1 flag cannot be defined because the map X(L) −→ K⊃L X(K ⊃ L) usually fails to factor through the sum. Definition 6.1. For each R f -module X, we define π * X in steps. First, on the flag
The value we want (π * X)(F ) lies between the sum and the product (π
We take (π * X)(F ) to be the R f (F )-submodule spanned by the sum (π ′ * X)(F ) together with the images of the singleton flags:
Remark 6.2. It is important to highlight the significance of the fact that we have not taken the image of π ! but rather the R f (F )-submodule it generates.
Lemma 6.3. The structure maps of π ! X respect the submodules (π * X)(F ), and hence π * X is an R f -module functorially associated to X.
Proof:
The additional generators in π * X beyond π ′ * X all come from singleton flags, so that the image of any subflag E of F is contained in the sum of the images of its terms. Proposition 6.4. The functor π * is left adjoint to e:
Proof : To define the unit X −→ eπ * X we need only note that since each (π * X)(F ) is between the sum and the product, we have equality eπ * X = X. The counit π * eX −→ X is taken to be the inclusion, since by definition, for each flag F (π * eX)(F ) is a submodule of X(F ).
The triangular identities are readily verified.
6.B.
The functor π * on qce-modules. In this section we suppose given a qce-R f -module M, and we consider the behaviour of π * on X = iM (where i is the functor including qce-modules in all modules.
Lemma 6.5. If X = iM for a qce-module M, then the submodule (π * X)(F , L i ) contains (as a retract) each of the submodules X(F ) with πF = F .
The submodule (π * X)(F ) ⊆ (π ! X)(F ) is obtained by permitting elements with infinitely many non-zero terms when they occur along certain specific diagonals. However, as we saw in the previous lemma, the diagonal elements automatically lead to the inclusion of elements with only finitely many terms. To get the combinatorics under control, we consider intersections of the submodules (π * X)(F , L i ). For the subflag,
Remark 6.6. In applications, we need to consider DG objects X, and the Mayer-Vietoris spectral sequence gives a means of calculating the homology of a complex (π * X)(F ) from those of the intersections.
where
Proof : In view of the intersection result, it suffices to prove the result for the singleton subflags E = L i . Note that since (π * X)(F , L i ) is the image of a map from a sum of the terms X(L i ) with πL i = L i the image is a corresponding sum. This gives the first equality
the sum is direct, since the term (π * X)(F , L i ) is only non-zero in the F -components if the flag F contains L i .
Euler-adapted change of poset for coefficient systems
We continue with the notation of Section 5 with a splitting system R s on Σ giving a coefficient system R f on flag(Σ) and a map p : Σ −→ Σ. We now suppose that R is equipped with maximally generated Euler classes, and that π : Σ −→ Σ takes top and maximal elements to top and maximal elements.
In Subsection 5.A we constructed a right adjoint functor π ! to e on coefficient systems and on modules, and in this subsection we describe a variant π e ! suitable for quasi-coherent modules in which the Euler classes are taken from Σ.
7.
A. The Euler-adapted construction. To start with, the coefficient system agrees with
Definition 7.1. (i) In a maximally generated system of Euler classes, any e ∈ E K may be written as e = i e i where e i = inf
with H i maximal and K ⊆ H i . We may then write e L for the product of those e i with L ⊂ H i .
If we have some set of subgroups L ⊆ K then we may define
(ii) We define a coefficient system π
If we have an inclusion i : E −→ F of flags we need to desribe the induced map (π
. It suffices to do this when E is obtained by omitting one factor, so we suppose
We take the product of factors indexed by L t−1 with πL t−1 = L t−1 ; the L t−1 factor is the map
where the first map has components which are the inflations from G/L t−1 to G/L t and the second map inverts E L t−1 . To obtain the map for E −→ F we apply the sequence of localizations and products to each term.
If i < t then we apply an operation to
Indeed, adding L i to the flag on the codomain we need a map
and we use the map whose components are the localizations. To obtain the map for E −→ F we apply the sequence of localizations and products to each term. everywhere and find R(F ) = R(G/L t ), and (π e ! R)(F ) = πF =F R(F ). When we invert non-units, the localizations for the flag(Σ) system just accumulate, but those for the flag(Σ) impose a continuity condition related to the finiteness of the fibres of π. The statement of Lemma 7.3 below is a stronger variant of this.
(ii) We are assuming that the number of maximal elements of Σ and the number of maximal generators are countable. To calculate the direct limit in the first part of the definition we may choose an ordering on the maximal elements H not containing K and the maximal generators and then order the elements e accordingly. The colimit is independent of this ordering.
(iii) The coefficient system on flag(Σ) differs from the coefficient system on flag(Σ) in that the maps d i F ⊆ F will usually not induce the identity. This is partly because the number flags E over a subflag E of F will depend on E, and partly because of the relationship between the localization of a product and the product of localizations. Proof: Writing N L as a typographical placeholder for the identity functor, we see the universal properties of localization give maps
The fact that the idempotents came from an unlocalized product means π e ! inherits the idempotent properties of π ! .
Lemma 7.4. The map of Lemma 7.3 is compatible with idempotents; indeed e F (π ! R)(F ) = R(F ) = e F (π e ! R)(F ) so that applying e to π ! R −→ π e ! R we obtain the identity.
Using the idempotents introduced in Lemma 8.3 we may define a functor as follows.
Lemma 7.5. Extending scalars to π ! R and applying idempotents gives a functor
given by (eM )(F ) = e F M (πF ) , where e F ∈ R(πF ) is the idempotent corresponding to F . 7.C. Relative continuity. We will define an Euler-compatible right adjoint to e. This involves retricting the R-modules to be compatible with Euler classes in the sense that they are quasi-coherent (or last-determined), and so that they are compatible with p. In effect, the poset structure on Σ specifies a topology on Σ (open sets generated by the sets V (L) := {K | K ⊇ L} of elements above an element), and we may imagine that the fibres of π specify infinitesimal neighbourhoods of points of Σ. This 'topological' structure is then inherited by flag(Σ) and flag(Σ). The additional continuity condition explains how the points of the infinitesimal neighbourhoods approach the limit point. Definition 7.6. If we are given an R-module M over flag(Σ) we may consider its π-continuous sections over a flag in Σ.
This is evidently a module over
As things stand, there is no reason why the structure maps of M should take continuous sections to continuous sections if the last term in the flag changes. Definition 7.7. A π-structure on an R f -module M is a transitive choice of liftings for each K ⊃ L and K with πK = K:
Using the language of continuous sections, this can be written in the form
A map of R f -modules is compatible with π-structure if it commutes with the chosen liftings. We write π-cts-R-modules for the category of these.
It seems that a π-structure is quite subtle in general, but there is a simple source of π-structures that is immediate in important applications.
Lemma 7.8. If Σ has a bottom element 1 then any quasi-coherent flag(Σ) module M has a canonical π-structure.
Proof : In the following diagram, K is fixed as L ⊆ K = πK. The subgroups L in the products run through subgroups L ⊂ K with πL = L. Apart from the two diagonal maps, all maps come by extension of scalars from the structure maps of M. The isomorphisms come from quasicoherence
The required lift arises since the top left vertical takes values in
Reassured by the fact π-structures arise naturally, we may proceed.
Lemma 7.9. There is a functor
Proof : Since qc-modules are last-determined, it is reasonable to extend the definition on vertices to the entire flag complex by concentrating on the last term in the flag; Thus if
. This is
and is a product of factors indexed by L t−1 with πL t−1 = L t−1 . The L t−1 factor is the map
given by the π-structure.
To obtain the map for the full length flags E −→ F we apply the sequence of localizations and products to the above shortened flags.
Indeed, adding L i on the codomain we have
where we use the map whose components are the localizations. To obtain the map for E −→ F we apply the sequence of localizations and products to each term. Indeed,
. We will seek a right adjoint on the restricted category of i-quasi-coherent modules.
7.D. An Euler adapted right adjoint extending modules from flag(Σ) to flag(Σ).
We are ready to explain the universal property of π e ! . Lemma 7.11. There is an adjunction
Proof : The counit eπ e ! M −→ M is described and seen to be an isomorphism in Remark 7.10.
On the other hand we obtain a natural map M −→ π e ! eM which at F is
= (π e ! eM )(F ) These together satisfy the triangular identities and give an adjunction.
7.E. p-modules. The adjunction in Lemma 7.11 shows that the category of qc-π-cts-R fmodules is a retract of the category of qc-R f -modules. 
Remark 7.13. (i) For length 0 flags, the condition states that the values on are simply the products of the values of eM on the length 0 flags of Σ:
This accounts for the letter p in pqc.
(ii) We have already noted that π e ! eM is an iqc-module. This means that if E and F have the same last terms, and E ≤ F with πE = E, πF = F then for any pqc-module M,
This accounts for the letters qc in pqc.
Definition 7.14. We say that a π e ! R-module M is i-extended (or an ie-module) if eM is extended as an R-module.
More explicitly, the inclusion of the flag E into F induces M (E) −→ M(F ) and hence
For brevity we write pqc of product modules which are i−qc, and pqce for product modules that are i − qce, since the p means that i is the only appropriate choice. 
Euler-adapted change of poset for pair systems
The purpose of this section is to record the Euler-adapted change of poset for systems of pairs. The proofs are essentially specializations of those for flags, so we will not give full details.
8.A. The Euler-adapted construction. As before the Euler-adapted construction is a product on vertices.
Definition 8.1. We define a coefficient system π e ! R on P (Σ) as follows:
R(G/L).
We need to describe the induced maps, and it suffices to do this for the horizontal and vertical cases. If we have H ⊇ K ⊇ L, we have the horizontal inclusion h :
Starting with the horizontal map, (π
Using the cleavage, for each particular K with πK = K, there is a unique H with πH = H and H ⊇ K. Accordingly we may take a product indexed by K of maps
this includes the smaller product (over L ⊆ K) in the larger one (over L ⊆ H) and localizes.
Moving on to the vertical map, (π
This is a product over H of localizations of
Using the cleavage, for each particular L with πL = L, there is a unique K with πK = K and L ⊇ K. Accordingly we may take a product indexed by K of maps
whose components are inflations. given by
8.C. Relative continuity. The relative continuity condition for coefficient systems is already formulated for pairs, so we refer the reader to Subsection 7.C. Lemma 8.5. There is a functor
Proof : Since qc-modules are last-determined, it is reasonable to extend the definition on vertices to the entire flag complex by concentrating on the last term in the flag; Thus we take (π
We need to desribe the induced maps, and it suffices to do this for the horizontal and vertical cases.
This is a product over H, and it suffices to construct
Using the cleavage, for each particular L with πL = L, there is a unique K with πK = K and L ⊇ K. Accordingly we may use the π-structure to obtain a map Indeed,
8.D. An Euler adapted right adjoint extending modules from P (Σ) to P (Σ). We are ready to explain the universal property of π e ! . Lemma 8.7. There is an adjunction
Proof: The counit eπ e ! M −→ M is described and seen to be an isomorphism in Remark 8.6. On the other hand we obtain a natural map
These together satisfy the triangular identities and give an adjunction.
8.E. p-modules. The adjunction in Lemma 8.7 shows that the category of qc-π-cts-R pmodules is a retract of the category of i-qc-R p -modules. 
For brevity, we write pqc for p-modules which are iqc and pqce for p-modules which are iqc and ie on the grounds that these are the appropriate notions for p-modules. 
(ii) We have already noted that π e ! eM is a qc-module. Thus, the horizontal map
This accounts for the letters qc in pqce. Definition 8.10. We say that a π e ! R-module M is is i-extended (or an ie-module) if eM is extended as an R-module.
More explicitly, the vertical inclusion
If M is extended and we choose K ⊃ L with πK = K, πL = L then we obtain an isomorphism
Corollary 8.11. The adjunction of Lemma 7.11 gives an equivalence
and this restricts to an equivalence
9. R p -modules and (RF ) p -modules
For any surjective map q : Σ −→ Σ, we have explained how to compare R p -modules and q e ! R p -modules. However when q itself is a fibration with cleavage there is the alternative of forming the splitting system q ! R s , and comparing R p -modules and (q ! R s ) p -modules. We restrict attention to the case that Σ = ΣF is formed by introducing multiplicities, and we have q : ΣF −→ Σ; accordingly we write RF = q ! R. The case of flags follows from the case of pairs, so we will restrict to pairs. Example 9.1. If we take Σ = Σ c then ΣF ∼ = Σ a and q : Σ a −→ Σ c . We then take R s = R s a , so that q ! R s = R a F = R s c . Thus this section is exactly designed to consider the relationship between R a -modules and R c -modules.
One method is to observe that there is a map λ : (RF ) p −→ q e ! R p and then use restriction, extension and coextension of scalars. Since the map λ is an isomorphism on idempotent pieces, this allows one to construct a right adjoint to e : (RF ) p -modules −→ R p -modules, namely λ * q e ! . However this takes values in the iqc-modules (i.e., ones which are qc after e is applied), which are different from straightforwardly qc-modules and so quasi-coherification would be necessary. Instead it seems better to work directly.
Because of the specical nature of q : ΣF −→ Σ we may formulate a stronger continuity condition on sections, requiring a continuity condition on F /K as well as on inclusions. We therefore refer to this as F -continuity. Definition 9.2. An F -q-structure on qc-R p -module is a transitive system of lifts for all pairs
Definition 9.3. We define a functor
The horizontal structure maps are simply localizations, and the vertical structure map for
given by the F -q-structure. which restricts to an equivalence pqc-(RF ) p -modules ≃ q-F cts-qc-R p -modules.
The functor e takes extended modules to extended modules, but q d ! does not. Instead, if we compose with the associated extended module functor Γ v from [7] .
Corollary 9.7. If Σ is finite, there is an equivalence qce-(RF ) p -modules ≃ q-F cts-qce-R p -modules 10. Applications to models for rational torus-equivariant spectra
The purpose of this section is to record the consequences of the general theory for the special case relevant to rational G-spectra where G is an r-torus. In this subsection we introduce the diagrams of rings and the modules over them, in Subsection 10.A we will display the categories and functors, and then in a series of subsections we describe how our general results establish the equivalences we need.
We consider Σ c = ConnSub(G) (c stands for 'connected'), and the standard system of multiplicities so that Σ a = ΣF = T C(G) is the toral chain category (a stands for 'all') and the dimension poset Σ d = {0, 1, . . . , r} (d stands for 'dimension'). We consider the Σ a -splitting system R a defined by R a (G/K) = H * (BG/K) equipped with its standard system of Euler classes, which is maximally generated. We could then introduce multiplicities and hence get a Σ c -splitting system R c = (i * R a )F , but as shown in Example 4.7, this is isomorphic to the Σ c -system R c defined by
Note that the associated coefficient system of this splitting system is middle independent so is quite different from q 
